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MANCHESTER COUNCIL CUTS
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A Manchester Council worker writes:

Having used up nearly all its clever accounting
methods, and being rate-—capped by the
government, Manchester's left Labour Council
gave up its policy of "defending jobs — improving
services", which was already looking a bit tatty,
and decided to cut services and get rid of nearly
4,000 jobs.

These cuts were supported by Q the Unions
who managed to persuade most of the workers
that fighting the Council and the government
was futile. The Council was promising "no
compulsory redundancies", so, they argued, we
shouldn't oppose the cuts they were proposing.
What started off as a negative policy of "no
opposition" and maintenance of no cover policy
soon became co-operaticn and cover for frozen
vacant posts.

Now the Council is closing childrens and old
peoples homes outside the city where
redeployment of staff is virtually impossible, so
compulsory redundancy looks very close. The .
Unions have been discouraging protests from
workers in these homes so we can see what the
next sell-out will be.
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Fortunately a minority of Council workers are
beginning to see what all this is leading to and
have started to take some independent actions
against the council. So far these have been
limited to demonstrations and occupations of a
symbolic nature but the potential is there for a
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The Counter Information collectivewould like C i
to thank everyone who has sent us donations
towards our printing, postage and other costs.
Since paying for the last issue we have received
approximately £211 from allround the country
and from overseas. Our total expenses per issue it
are about £250.
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real fightback. With more privatisation of
services due in the next two years it is
important that militant workers start preparing
the ground now for the battles to come. That
means independently linking up accross trade a
union boundaries, not just in Manchester, but
right across the country. T .
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